Abstract: In this chapter we will discuss how nanostructures can interact with stem cells. After an introduction regarding the basic concepts of stem cells, their properties, and their uses in the medical field, we will then examine how stem cells can recognize physical forces and how this can be reproduced in vitro using materials produced in micro-and nanofabrication processes. Afterwards we will describe the principles and applications of a novel direct laser ablation technique, multibeam interference, and how patterns produced with such a method can be employed in stem cell research.
The stem cell niche
The stem cell niche is the microenvironment which supports stem cell survival and self-renewal [8] . This niche can be composed of both cellular and non-cellular elements as extracellular matrix proteins or the basement membrane. Cell-cell and cellmatrix interactions in combination with soluble cytokines and growth factors contribute to the interplay between stem cells and their niche (Fig. 2.1 (c) ). This tight signaling and the physical support provided by the niche modulate processes such as tissue regeneration and cellular turnover [9] .
Mesenchymal stem cells

Introduction to MSCs
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can be found in several anatomical locations, though they are more abundant in bone marrow and adipose tissue [10, 11] . MSC preparations differ consistently depending on the site of origin, age, and sex of the donor [12, 13] . Nonetheless, MSCs are characterized by some common features: (1) they display good adherence to tissue culture plastic, exhibit a fibroblast-like morphology and can form colonies in vitro. (2) MSCs are usually positive for the surface antigens STRO-1 and CD73, while they do not normally express the lymphoid marker CD45 and the hematopoietic marker CD34. (3) MSCs are believed to be multipotent since they can differentiate into cell types deriving from a single embryonic layer, the mesoderm [14] [15] [16] .
Functions of MSCs
One of the crucial functions of MSCs is to maintain homeostasis in tissues of mesodermal derivation. In fact, it has been demonstrated that MSCs can give rise in vitro to osteocytes, adipocytes, chondrocytes, fibroblasts, tenocytes, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, myoblasts, and cardiomyocytes [17, 18] . Another important function of MSCs is their immunomodulatory ability. Many studies have shown that MSCs can regulate the immune effectors through secretion of cytokines and direct interaction with immunocompetent cells. In detail, MSCs are able to dampen both adaptive and innate responses, and hence shift the balance of immune system activation toward an anti-inflammatory and immunotolerant state [19] . 
Clinical relevance of MSCs
MSCs can be used in clinical practice, e.g. their immunomodulatory properties could be exploited to improve transplant engraftment or treat chronic inflammatory diseases. Moreover, the ability of MSCs to differentiate into cells of mesodermal lineage makes them the perfect candidate for tissue engineering applications. MSCs have been used to repair cartilage or bone defects, either by applying the cells to the site of injury directly or after culture on biomimetic scaffolds to facilitate regeneration and integration into the surrounding tissue [20] . Most efforts to improve MSC-based regenerative therapies have focused on coordinating chemical and biological signals to achieve controlled cellular differentiation. An increasing number of studies have recently indicated that the effects of physical forces on cell dynamics might be the missing link in achieving this aim [21] .
Mechanobiology of MSCs
Mechanical stimuli in the stem cell niche
Mechanobiology is the area of cellular biology which focuses on how cells recognize mechanical forces and then transduce them into a biological response [22] . Inside their niche MSCs are subjected to several types of physical stimuli: (1) shear stress generated by the blood flow, which is particularly relevant for perivascular MSCs [23, 24] ; (2) mechanical strain associated with the traction of muscles and bone [25, 26] ; (3) substrate stiffness, which has a deep impact on MSC behavior [27, 28] . Interestingly substrate stiffness also has an effect on MSC motility, since it has been shown that cells migrate from softer to stiffer areas in a process called durotaxis [29] . (4) Surface topography. In fact, the stem cell niche is a 3D microenvironment which includes structures of different sizes, shapes, and spatial disposition [30] . Following the physical interaction with their substrate, cells are able to first "sense" and distinguish diverse topographic cues and then integrate them into a specific biological response [31] .
The mechanotransducer machinery of the cell
Integrins are a family of receptor proteins found on the cellular membrane and responsible for the mechanical anchorage of a cell to its substrate [32] . ECM proteins are the main ligand of integrin receptors.The binding of an integrin to its ligand elicits a complex response which leads to the formation of focal adhesions [33] [34] [35] [36] . Focal adhesions recognize mechanical forces generated either by an external source or by the cell itself, and then translate them into a biological response ( Fig. 2.2) . Following the binding of their extracellular portions to the ECM, the cytoplasmic tails of the integrins recruit the protein talin, which functions as bridge between the site of adhesion and the cytoskeleton since it binds actin fibers both directly and through the protein vinculin. Anchorage of the actin filaments to the site of adhesion generates internal mechanical forces and triggers integrin clustering, a fundamental event in the genesis of focal adhesions. Clustered integrins recruit more actin filaments to the site of adhesion, thus leading to the formation of contractile structures composed of actin microfilaments connected by myosin II molecules called stress fibers. This initial integrin/cytoskeleton complex evolves into a mature focal adhesion after the recruitment of various additional proteins including paxillin, zyxin, and the tyrosine kinase FAK. The signaling cascades downstream of focal adhesions include the activation of the MAPK/ERK pathway, resulting in transcriptional regulation of cell cycle and differentiation, and the phosphorylation of the small GTPases of the Rho family, which regulate cytoskeletal dynamics and cell motility [37] .
Interaction of MSCs with micro and nanostructures
Biomaterials are the ideal tool for studying the effects of substrate stiffness and surface topography on MSCs [38, 39] . Defined micro-and nanostructures have been shown to have a prominent role in keeping MSCs in a quiescent multipotent state or in directing their differentiation towards specific fates [40] [41] [42] [43] . Fibrils, pillars, pits, grooves, and ridges are the features which better resemble the topographical landscape found in the stem cell niche; nonetheless the variety of cues which can be studied is much broader. In fact, it should be considered that scale size and the symmetric disposition of the structures contribute to increasing the combination of conceivable theoretical patterns [44, 45] . In this scenario the only limit to the number of cues which we can analyze is presented by our technological progress. In this regard, the ideal patterning process should allow generation of high resolution structures in a fast, cost-efficient, and reproducible fashion.
Nanostructuring of materials
Direct nanostructuring of surfaces with multibeam-interference
The most commonly used method for nanostructuring of surfaces is lithography. For more than three decades lithography has been the key enabling technology to decrease the structure size in semiconductors manufacturing to fulfill Moore's law [46] and sub 100 nm structuring by lithographic had its industrial breakthrough around 2005. The drawback of high resolution lithography is its high price, due to the many complex process steps and high precision photo masks. Therefore a crucial aim in ongoing research is not only the further reduction of structure size, but also cost reduction. Besides the reduction of the necessary steps involving lithography, in nanoimprinting, for example, multibeam interference lithography (MBI-L) is a promising approach as a flexible substitute for expansive photo masks. The periodic interferences pattern created by two or more coherent laser beams is used to expose the photo resist in MBI-L and parallel to further research the first commercial applications are beginning to emerge. MBI-L also makes fabrication of 3D structures possible. Multibeam interference (MBI) is not, however, limited to the low energy illumination necessary for the chemical modification of photoresists, it can also be used for direct photoablation of many materials [47] .
The direct nanostructuring of surfaces with multibeam interference therefore has several advantages. Structuring is carried out in a single step process and a whole surface area is structured simultaneously. The size of the area depends mainly on beam diameter and ablation threshold of the material. Periodicity and geometry of the structures generated can easily be adapted by changing alignment or polarization of beams [48] . Depending on the wavelength of the laser source, the size of the generated structures can range from the sub 100 nm up to several μm. Many materials can also be processed with MBI, especially with use of ultra-short pulse (USP) laser sources. Its ability to structure surfaces cost-efficiently in a single step and its easy adaption of the pattern generated make MBI a very promising tool for cheap nanostructuring with periodic patterns, not only for research purposes, but also for industrial applications. Additionally, its inherent ability to structure nonplane surfaces is an interesting feature compared to standard lithography [49] .
Theoretical background
The capacity for structuring by multibeam interference is based on the intensity modulation caused by the interference of two or more intercepting coherent laser beams. This intensity modulation is present in the whole volume where the beams intercept and the total time independent intensity modulation I(r) inside this volume of the number of j plane waves can be described as follows [50] :
where I j is the intensity of beam j, θ ij is the angle between the unit vectors of beam i and j in its polarization direction, K j is the wave vector of beam j and the phase of beam i. The first sum of equation (2.1) describes the total intensity of all beams without interference, while the second sum defines the modulation around due to the interference. For a two-beam interference setup the expression can be written as:
where ω is the beam radius. Further simplified for identical amplitude, polarization, and initial phase of both beams with λ as wavelength of the laser and α the half intersection angle of both beams, equation (2.2) can be simplified to:
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The intensity pattern generated is in the shape of cosine in the direction of the x-axis, while the pattern is constant in y-z plane. As visible in equation (2.3), the periodicity of this modulation can be controlled by the wavelength λ and the intersection angle α . This correlation is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) and 2.3 (b) . The ideal modulated intensity reaches twice the intensity I 0 in its maxima I max , and zero intensity in its minima I min .
The depth of modulation compared to the ideal modulation depends on the coherence of the beams and their ability to interfere, and can be described by the interference contrast as:
It ranges from 1 for an ideal modulation and 0 for an unmodulated signal (compare Fig. 2.3 (c) and 2.3 (d) ). A measuring method for the interference contrast was developed and tested as part of this project [51] . High contrast is important for the optimization of direct surface structuring by MBI, because its value is directly linked to the quality of the ablation process. Reduced contrast means a decrease of I max and an increase of I min , and therefore leads to a shift in intensity distribution from the ablation areas to the areas where no material alteration is desired. As a result of this shift, a reduced ablation depth is reached for a fixed total intensity and increased heating, ablation, or even destruction of the whole pattern occurs by the higher intensity of I min . For these reasons, the maximal ablation depth, structure size, and periodicity of the generated patterns is closely coupled to the interference contrast.
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Experimental setup & methods
The laser source is a diode pumped Nd:YAG laser (Q301-HD, JDSU) which operates at a wavelength of 355 nm with a pulse duration of 38 ns and a coherence length of 5.4 mm. The polarization of the laser beam is turned to a perpendicular polarization by a half-wave plate in relation to the plane of the optical table. Afterwards the beam is refined through a spatial room filter and split into two parts. Two different setups were used as beam splitters: first a reflective 50 : 50 beam splitter and second a transmissive diffractive grating. The diffractive grating has an efficiency of 78 % in the 1/−1 order used for the experiments. All other orders were blocked. Afterwards the partial beams are directed by mirrors to superpose at the sample surface. The intersection angle can be adjusted to control the periodicity of the applied pattern. The sample material is polyimide foil (Upilex), 50 μm thick. The output of the laser is measured by an energy detector (QE12LP-S-MP, Gentec) and a beam profiler (Spiricon, Ophir) at the intersection plane of the beams. A typical beam diameter is ∼ 900 μm with maximum pulse energy of 1.2 mJ. The samples are structured by a single pulse. The diameter of the area ablated by one pulse is about 600 μm. Larger areas of structured surfaces for cell seeding are stitched together in a close package. The geometry of the structures generated is measured by an atomic force microscope (Rados N8, Bruker) and a scanning electron microscope (LEO, Zeiss).
Structuring results of multibeam interference
The structures generated by a two-beam interference for a single step process is a 1D line with geometry as shown in Fig. 2.4 . The periodicity of the line pattern can easily be controlled by adjusting the intersection angle between 210 nm and several μm. The main structure size respective of the width of line generated depends on the fluence of the laser beam, the ablation threshold of the material, and the heat conductivity of the material. The width of the line can be varied in the wide regime for fixed periodicity of the interference pattern; see Fig. 2.4 .
The interaction of the cells with the topography seems to be primarily at the elevated part of the structure and therefore not at the ablated surface area. As visible in the AFM scan in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, an additional bulging at the edges of the generated grooves occurs. These bulges have a significant height and their size is only a fraction of the periodicity of the pattern. Due to their position they act as an additional divider between the elevated part of the surface and the ablated grooves.
A close package of the functional structure elements is necessary for to optimize the effect of cell guiding by surface topography. Therefore, even if sub 100 nm structures are reachable with a periodicity of 1000 nm, the low density of the structures is problematic and reduces the relative influence on the growth and differentiation process of the stem cells. To increase the density it is necessary to decrease the periodicity and therefore raise the package density of the functional structure elements. In contrast, we observed that with a reduction of periodicity two kinds of problems occur, or at least their influence on the structuring result increases: stability of structures and the homogeneity of the pattern. The stability of structures limits their maximal depth, which also has an important influence on cell growth and the homogeneity of pattern influences the structure deviations inside the pattern. Apart from this consideration we reached a minimal periodicity of 220 nm for the line pattern which leads to ridge width of less than 100 nm and bulges around 50 nm wide. An example for the structuring results is shown in Fig. 2 .5.
Impact of laser-ablated nanogrooves on cell biology 2.3.1 Cell guidance along nanogrooves
The impact of laser-generated nanogrooves in the range of several hundred nanometers on neuronal cells has been shown in previous studies [52, 53] . Cellular extensions of neuronal B35 cells preferentially orient themselves parallel (i.e. within angles of 0 to 30°) to nanogrooves prepared via interference patterning. Our findings indicate that feature width is less crucial for alignment. Cells align along grooves which are 250 nm wide as well as along grooves 500 nm wide, but structure depth plays a crucial role. A depth to width (aspect) ratio greater than 0.6 induces a significantly higher degree of alignment compared to the shallower grooves. In recent studies we examined the influence of three different nano patterns on orientation and length of cellular extensions. The nano patterns investigated were grooves, dots, and a mixture of both features called "dotted grooves" (compare Fig. 2.6 ) generated via interference patterning of polyimide (PI) and subsequent casting with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). PDMS casting was performed once to obtain a negative structure of the PI master and a second cast yielded the positive structure in PDMS. A loss in feature depth occurs due to the casting process. Casted groove structures are approx. 60 to 50 % of original feature depth of PI master (e.g. 382 nm in PI and 244/194 nm in PDS cast one/two; cf. were measured after two days of culture, followed by fixation with 4 % formalin and actin/DAPI staining. No alignment of cellular extensions could be detected on the dotted samples (b) and (c) (Fig. 2.6 ). Due to the lower degree of regularity on these samples, dendrites orient right or left around the dots leading to a random distribution -increased cell numbers on nano patterned polymer surfaces compared to the unstructured polymer samples -slightly decreased length of extensions on nanogrooved polymers (PI and positive PDMS cast) compared to unstructured polymer surfaces -similar length distribution of extensions on nanodotted polymer surfaces compared to unstructured polymer samples, but increased length of extensions compared to grooved samples -no clear effect of nanodotted lines on cell numbers and length of extensions.
These findings indicate that there is an influence of nanopatterns in the range of some hundred nanometers on cell numbers of neuronal cells as well as on orientation and length of cellular extensions. Further investigations are conducted with more sensitive cell types (MSCs).
Effect of nanotopography on MSC behavior
MSCs isolated from the adipose tissue of healthy donors have been seeded on a polyimide foil patterned with grooves with a structure size of ca 300 nm obtained using multibeam interference (Fig. 2.9 (a) ). Polyimide is a biocompatible, inert plastic polymer which has been used for neuronal and sub-retinal implants. This material is also endowed with excellent mechanical properties such as low friction, high textile strength, resistance to wear and high flexibility [54] [55] [56] . No protein coating was used prior to the cell seeding in order to exclude the topographic influence of structures different to the nanogrooves and to improve the reproducibility of the experiments. Regarding cell adhesion there was no difference between the conventional tissue culture plastic, the non-structured PI used as control, and the nanogrooved PI; furthermore, this material also showed very low cytotoxicity since no relevant cell detachment or apoptosis was detected on any of the substrates. Interestingly, surface topography had a profound impact on cell shape: optical microscopy revealed that MSCs on the nanopatterned PI aligned parallel to the direction of the grooves and had an elongated morphology. Conversely, MSCs on the flat PI and on TCP displayed a random arrangement and no signs of elongation (Fig. 2.9 (b) ). MSCs on the nanogrooved PI retained their alignment and elongated morphology even after having been successfully differentiated into adipocytes using an induction medium supplemented with specific chemicals and hormones ( Fig. 2.9 (c) ). Scanning electronic microscopy images showed that cells developed nice filopodia and tightly interacted with the periodic nanogrooves (Fig. 2.9 (d) ).
Conclusion and outlook
Multibeam interference represents a novel technology for surface nanostructuring applications. Compared to other techniques, MBI can directly ablate a substrate to generate smaller structures over a larger area at lower cost. Interestingly, nanostructures can have a deep impact on cellular biology and be integrated into biomedical devices. Neuronal cells have been reported to elongate along nanogrooves but not on nanodots or dotted nanogrooves. The results indicated that groove depth was more relevant than groove width in stimulating cell elongation. Furthermore, when interacting with primary MSCs, periodical nanogrooves supported their growth and allowed their differentiation towards adipocytes in addition to eliciting cell elongation. In conclusion, MBI represents a straightforward and flexible technique with a broad range of applications, particularly in life sciences, e.g. for the generation of smart biomaterials able to control complex cellular functions through specific surface patterns. 
